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The Omega Constellation 398.0801 D-Shape Calibre 1250 Mosaba 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The D-Shape was originally launched as an Omega Constellation “anatomical watch”, its assymetrical barrel 
shaped case influenced by earlier forays into ergonomic design at Omega.  Along with the Megaquartz, Marine 
Chronometer and mighty Electroquartz f8192 (see over), the D-Shape reflected a new design narrative that 
emerged in tandem with the introduction of quartz technology at Omega.   

While the technology of these watches is long superseded, they are of interest to collectors because of their 
remarkable fusion of mechanical and electronic know-how and inspired breakthroughs in case and bracelet 
design.  The abrupt change from micro-mechanics to the ‘weird science’ of micro-electronics in the early 
nineteen-seventies was a catalyst for some of the most audacious and imaginative case designs in Omega’s 
history. This continued as the evolving technology and display systems demanded a fresh approach to housing 
quartz movements, best exemplified by the superb lines of the Constellation ‘Time Computer’ produced in 1972 
(see over) 
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Design classics from the dawn of the quartz era. From 
clockwise: Megaquartz 396.0806, Marine Chronometer 
398.0836, Time Computer 396.0812 and the Electroquartz 
f8192  396.0802 
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The incredible output of the Omega design department was not only reserved for Constellation designs but went 
across the entire Omega range, providing an impressive legacy of case forms, finishes and dial configurations. 

One asymmetric curve 
distinguishes the D-Shape from 
earlier Omega integrated bracelet 
designs, a curve that transforms 
the design from the ordinary to the 
eye-catching. While other more 
conventional f300 Hz designs 
attract little collector interest and    
prices to match, the D-Shape 
demands at least a 400 percent 
price premium over its more 
conventionally shaped bretheren.  

The asymmetric design is 
deceptive in appearance. While 
appearing out of equilibrium, the 
design is perfectly balanced. For 
example, a line can be drawn from 
exact twelve o’clock through exact 
six o’clock to link up with the 
extremities of the inner links 
attached to the case. These inner links also provide a point for the even distribution of the ‘weight’ of the 
case/bracelet ensemble. A small crown ensures that there is no distraction from the case line.  

The finish of the 39.5 x 43.7 mm D-Shape is 
identical to that of the earlier integrated 
bracelet models. Case and bracelet were 
finished in what Omega describes as a 
‘satin brushed’. On two outer rims of the 
case a strong bevel was black (gloss) 
polished to separate the two brush finishes 
on case top and side (see opposite). The 
case was available in two metals – stainless 
steel and eighteen karat yellow gold. 

While only one dial style was available – a 
zoned configuration with polished and 
faceted baguette markers, applied Omega 
symbol on a rouge l’orange background to 
match the centre sweep – there were a 
number of colour combinations available. A 
particular favourite amongst collectors is 
the beige/silver combination, although the 
grey/silver combination is also very eye-
catching. 
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The Movement   
The calibre 1250 Mosaba, a shortening of the French “MOntre SAans BAlancier”, meaning “watch without a 
balance wheel”, was, as mentioned earlier, a fusion of micro-mechanics and micro-electronics. The movement 
has brass plates coated with a copper/ beryllium trace alloy, the mechanical part of the movement was fully 
jewelled (12 jewels) and the gear train was manufactured from high quality metals. One way to view electro-
mechanical masterpieces such as the calibre 1250 is to think of them as mechanical watches without the 
traditional lever escapement and mainspring power system.   

 

In place of an ordinary escapement and balance wheel, the calibre 1250 made use of a tuning fork actuated 
electromagnetically by a solenoid which received its power from an oscillator circuit connected to a battery. 
Attached to the tuning fork was a ratchet and pawl indexing system (300 tooth index wheel) developed and 
supplied by Bulova and licenced to ESA, a subsidiary of Omega. One notable attribute of the f300 is the 
continuous sweep motion of the second sweep, giving it the characteristics of a fast beat mechanical movement.  
For a more detailed explanation of how this system works, please review the following web page: 
http://members.iinet.net.au/~fotoplot/acctech.htm 

The Omega F300 was constructed at the Omega-owned Ebauches SA factory in Neuchatel and was also 
known as the ESA 9162.  The movement was produced in a rhodium plated version for use by IWC, Certina, 
Longines, Universal Geneve, Titus and other Swiss brands. It was built with the help of a consortium of 

Calibre 1250 – courtesy Rob Berkavicius 
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manufacturers who went on to use it within their watches. It is said that IWC, for example, manufactured many 
of the base plates. 

The movements were modular in construction and 
consisted of two modules - the mechanism module (seen 
opposite) contained the plate, final reductions of the gear 
train, the minute work and date system. 

One important consideration with the calibre 1250 
movement is to maintain normal mechanical watch service 
intervals and clean and oil the mechanism module as one 
would an ordinary movement. Often, owners are under the 
misapprehension that electro-mechanical movements 
need little attention apart from battery exchange, and they 

often come unstuck when the mechanical aspects of the movement fail owing to inattention.  

I would strongly recommend D-Shape Constellation owners obtain a ‘parts’ movement to ensure that any future 
mechanical or electronic issues can be addressed. While the Omega branded movement has long been out of 
production, the ESA/ETA calibre 9162 can still be obtained from suppliers, including Otto Frei, and it represents 
a good investment if collectors wish to sustain and improve the value of their D-Shape over time. 

The second module, the oscillator module, 
incorporated the back plate, 300 tooth 
index wheel (arrowed), the tuning fork, 
circuitry and the first reduction.  

The Omega f300’s are a true hummer. If 
your cochleas are still in reasonable 
working shape, you can hold the D-Shape 
to your ear and hear it resonate.  

These movements cry out to be 
understood and appreciated. Noted 
Accutron expert, Rob Berkavicius, 
described the calibre 1250 as the “Rolls 
Royce” of electro-mechanical movements. 
The Omega tuning fork movements 
represent an amazing synthesis of 
traditional and new technologies. The 
further you delve into the history, horology technical brilliance and the personalities involved in the creation of 
this calibre, the more you will appreciate its place in the evolution of the Swiss watch industry.  

Nearly forty years have elapsed since the first D-Shape was released, and yet well-serviced examples continue 
to outperform many of highest quality contemporary mechanical movements.  A combination of traditional 
horology, breakthrough technology and excellent design will ensure that the D-Shape maintains its place in the 
Horological Hall of Fame and indeed in the hearts and minds of serious collectors.    
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